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Introduction

It is commonly recognized that sleep deprivation causes an increased tendency to fall asleep; that is, it causes an increase in the sleep-deprived person’s sleep propensity. Their increased sleep propensity may reach a level that causes excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS). According to one current definition, EDS is “sleepiness in a situation when an individual would be expected to be awake and alert” [1]. EDS is not a disorder. It is a symptom that can have many different causes, not only sleep deprivation. EDS is a very common symptom among patients who present to sleep clinics around the world. Unfortunately, the concepts of “sleepiness” and EDS have not been well developed and the methods used for their measurement, including both subjective and objective methods, remain a matter of contention [2]. Before we can define what EDS is, we must be able to say what “sleepiness” is and how we can measure it.

What follows in this Chapter is an attempt to answer the question “what is excessive daytime sleepiness?” This requires an examination of the basic assumptions behind the current view of EDS, many of which are implicit rather than explicit. There is evidently a need for some new definitions and a broader frame of reference within which to consider “sleepiness” before we can define EDS. A new conceptual model of sleep and wakefulness is outlined that recognizes major influences on “sleepiness” derived from the combined effects of sensory inputs to the central nervous system [3]. They have not been included in other models. The methods that are commonly used, and several others that have been proposed for measuring “sleepiness” are then described within this new conceptual framework. As others
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have commented, it is very difficult to discuss EDS meaningfully without a clear understanding of what it is and how it can be measured [2]. Our first task therefore is to clarify those issues. We shall not be concerned here with the epidemiology of EDS or the disorders that cause it. The contents of this Chapter are based largely, but not exclusively, on the published work of the present author. This involves several terms and concepts that are new to sleep medicine, some of which may still be considered hypothetical.

Let us begin by considering the common English language definitions of words used in this context, and then consider how some of them have taken on different meanings in recent times. By a long-standing dictionary definition, the adjective sleepy means “inclined to sleep, having difficulty in keeping awake, drowsy, somnolent” [4]. The noun, sleepiness, therefore means the state of being sleepy. The definition of the adjective drowsy is virtually the same as for sleepy — “inclined to sleep, heavy with sleepiness, half asleep, dozing”. By contrast, fatigue is defined as “weariness resulting from bodily or mental exertion”, and tiredness is defined as being “fatigued, weary”. That is, sleepiness is synonymous with drowsiness, and fatigue is synonymous with tiredness according to the common usage of the words.

In the 1980’s, a new meaning of the word sleepiness was adopted by some sleep researchers - a “physiological need state that leads to an increased tendency to sleep” [5] or as “a physiological drive usually resulting from sleep deprivation” [6]. This loosely equated sleepiness with what might now be called the sleep drive, a measure of the strength of activity in the neuronal system within the central nervous system that directly promotes sleep as opposed to wakefulness. However, this approach made it necessary for another concept to be introduced, that of masking [5]. It is self-evident that we can usually avoid falling asleep by remaining active and, in particular, by not lying down. This led to the idea that “physiological sleepiness may not necessarily be manifest” [5]. It was stated that “heavy meals, warm rooms, boring lectures, and the monotony of long-distance driving unmask the presence of physiological sleepiness but do not cause it” [5]. That is, masking would not affect physiological sleepiness, but it would prevent sleep onset as an expression of manifest sleepiness. These concepts were never sufficiently developed to be of practical use, but their on-going influence is pervasive.

In recent years, sleep researchers and clinicians have also used the word sleepiness to mean sleep propensity, which is quite different from the common language meaning of the word sleepiness as a state. The current concept of EDS appears to have arisen from this use of the word sleepiness to mean sleep propensity. The common meaning of the word excessive is clear enough, “being greater in amount or degree than is usual, necessary or right”, and daytime clearly means “in the hours of daylight”. What appears to be meant by the term excessive daytime sleepiness or EDS might be defined as follows: EDS is a symptom arising at any time from an excessive propensity to become drowsy or to fall asleep, when the intention and expectation is to remain awake and alert at the time. Several implications and corollaries arise from this and other similar definitions:

- The symptom of EDS usually involves the subject involuntarily entering the drowsy state, contrary to intentions, whether or not drowsiness progresses to sleep.
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- The symptom of EDS is most obvious in situations of low somnificity (see below), but sleep propensity may be relatively increased in all situations, even without a high level of drowsiness being experienced (see below).
- Use of the word *drowsiness* avoids confusion surrounding the different meanings of the word *sleepiness*. However, the term *sleep propensity* is used as a dimension of *sleepiness*.
- EDS is not synonymous with high “sleepability”, a term which refers to the ability or speed of falling asleep voluntarily [7],
- EDS is generally considered to be undesirable or inappropriate, but it is also associated with increased health and safety risks because of “performance failures” e.g. the risk of crashing while driving.
- For people who remain active at night (e.g. working on night-shift), EDS can be more of a problem at night than during the daytime, in which case the term *excessive daytime sleepiness* is somewhat misleading.
- EDS does not by itself cause “hypersomnia” or unusually prolonged sleep duration
- EDS can be a long-term and continuing problem in daily life, or it may arise only occasionally and be short-lived. It should be considered on different time-scales.

**Difficulties with Current Models of Sleep and Wakefulness**

Johns [3, 8] has previously drawn attention to inadequacies of the current models of sleep and wakefulness, and how they limit our understanding of “sleepiness” and EDS. The currently accepted models are based mainly on Process-C (a function of the time of day and the phase of a circadian rhythm) and Process-S (a function of the duration of prior wakefulness) as described by Borbély et al. in 1982 [9]. A third process (Process-W) has been proposed by Folkard and Åkerstedt (1987) [10] to explain “sleep inertia” during the first 20 or 30 minutes after waking up from a period of sleep.

These processes are undoubtedly important, especially Processes C and S, but they are not sufficient to explain much of what obviously happens in real life. It is self-evident that we are much more likely to doze off when lying down with eyes closed than when standing up with our eyes open, no matter what time of day it is or how long we have been awake. Nor do the currently accepted models explain how interaction with other people can affect sleep propensity. We are more likely to doze off when sitting alone than when sitting and talking to someone, even in the same physical environment with its stimulation due to hot/cold, light intensity and visual input [11-13]. None of the currently accepted models explains these observations. Some previous discussions of EDS have mentioned that “sleepiness” is affected by the level of environmental stimulation at the time, providing a context within which all such measurements must be considered [14]. In 1990 the International Classification of Sleep Disorders defined “mild”, “moderate” and “severe sleepiness” in terms of the different activities in which the subject might fall asleep inadvertently [15]. Those activities were thought to differ in the levels of physical exertion and the attention required to engage in them. The subject’s posture was not mentioned explicitly as a characteristic of those
activities. The effects on "sleepiness" of a subject's posture, cognitive state and the environmental sources of sensory stimulation at the time have only occasionally been measured directly in the laboratory [16-18]. However, that does not justify their omission from a model of sleep and wakefulness, and their absence limits the usefulness of the currently accepted models for understanding "sleepiness" and EDS.

Johns [3, 8] has proposed a new conceptual model of sleep and wakefulness in which there is a major influence on sleep propensity from the integrated effects of all sensory inputs to the central nervous system. That includes exteroceptive inputs from the environment, (visual input, the direct effect of light, noise, hot and cold sensation, etc) as well as enteroceptive sensory inputs from within the subject's body and brain. The latter arise from many sources, such as the afferent nerves associated with stretch receptors and spindles in muscles and joint capsules that are activated by the tonic activity of postural muscles and the phasic activity of muscles and joints during body movements, as well as from vestibular inputs from the ears, baroreceptor inputs from stretch receptors in the aortic arch, and central inputs related to ongoing cognitive and affective mental activity. This new conceptual model involves separate neuronal systems within the central nervous system that provide two drives, a wake drive and a sleep drive, that interact with each other by mutual inhibition. Other researchers have described some neuroanatomical and neurophysiological characteristics of those systems [19-23]. However, in the Johns model, the wake drive is divided into two components - a primary wake drive, which is the equivalent to Process-C of Borbély et al., [9] derived from spontaneous activity in the suprachiasmatic nucleus with its endogenous circadian rhythm, and a secondary wake drive derived from the integration of all entero- and exteroceptive sensory inputs to the central nervous system, especially in the thalamus with its widespread projections to the cerebral cortex, hypothalamus and ascending reticular activating system. It is suggested that changes in this secondary wake-drive are a major factor, indeed a controlling factor, in determining whether we are awake or asleep at any particular time. There is no need for Process-W in this model, in which "sleep inertia" is a function of the inhibitory interaction between the sleep-drive and the wake-drive. After wakening, it takes some time for the wake-drive to inhibit the sleep-drive adequately. The Johns model is therefore unique in several ways - it recognizes the secondary wake-drive as a separate functional entity to be distinguished from the primary-wake drive, and it emphasizes the role of all exteroceptive as well as exteroceptive sensory inputs as a major influence that activates the secondary wake-drive.

Within this new conceptual framework, we will become drowsy and perhaps fall asleep whenever our primary and secondary wake-drives, combined, are not strong enough to counter and inhibit our sleep-drive sufficiently so as to maintain alert wakefulness, as they usually do for about 16 or 17 hours of the day for most people. We can choose to fall asleep purposely at almost any time by reducing our secondary wake-drive voluntarily by a process Johns calls sleepening [12]. This involves the active choice of lying down in a comfortable place, typically on a bed in a suitably warm, dark and quiet bedroom, and then actively closing our eyes to further reduce the effect of light and of visual attention, relaxing our postural muscles, and ceasing voluntary movements. As part of our usual sleep habits, we choose to begin sleepening at about the same time each night. By then we may have been awake for about 17 or 18 hours, and our primary wake-drive would have begun to decrease as
a result of its circadian rhythm, having reached its highest level at about 7 pm. However, it is largely by controlling our secondary wake-drive, by voluntary sleepening, that we fall asleep when we choose to. The word sleepening was originally coined in the late 19th century by William Gowers, a prominent neurologist in the UK, to mean the process of falling asleep, but it was never widely adopted. Johns has narrowed the meaning of the word to the process that is under voluntary control, at least initially, by which we reduce our secondary wake-drive to facilitate sleep onset.

As a practical example of the importance of these influences on sleep propensity, consider what might happen when we choose voluntarily to stay awake all night, which most of us can do without much difficulty. By 5 am, the sleep-drive (Process-S) would be relatively high because we would have been awake for about 22 hours. The primary wake-drive (Process-C) would be relatively low because of the nadir in its circadian rhythm. Both of these changes would increase our sleep propensity. However, we can overcome this voluntarily and remain awake by increasing our secondary wake drive, especially by increasing the activity of postural muscles by standing up (increasing exteroceptive sensory inputs). This does not entail any increase in the levels of environmental stimulation (exteroceptive sensory inputs) at the time. Simply to sit down and close our eyes under those circumstances greatly reduces our secondary wake-drive and increases our sleep propensity to the point that we may well fall asleep involuntarily. However, there is a psychophysiologically cost in maintaining our secondary wake-drive to remain awake all night, which is manifested as fatigue — muscular fatigue because of the prolonged activity of postural and other muscles, and mental fatigue because focused attention and vigilance have been maintained for longer than usual. With sleep deprivation, the subjective feelings of fatigue and dysphoria may be more obvious than the awareness of drowsiness.

According to this model, sleep-onset insomnia would arise whenever sleepening was not successful, for whatever reason [24]. Conversely, we would fall asleep inadvertently whenever we failed to maintain our secondary wake-drive at high enough levels, in the absence of sleepening. Thus, EDS may be caused by several different mechanisms. By measuring sleep propensity alone we cannot distinguish which mechanisms are involved in particular cases:

- a relatively high sleep-drive,
- a relatively low primary wake-drive,
- a relatively low secondary wake-drive,
- reduced inhibition of the sleep drive by the wake drive,
- some combination of the above.

Johns [12, 13] has combined the effects of extero- and enteroceptive sensory influences on sleep propensity in a new variable, the somnificity of each activity, with its typical posture, levels of physical and mental activity and of environmental stimulation at the time. Somnificity is a measure of the relative capacity of an activity and situation to induce drowsiness in the majority of people. Somnificity is not a characteristic of individual subjects, or of their sleep disorders or levels of “sleepiness”. It is a measure of the effect that particular activities have on the secondary wake-drive in the majority of people. There are potentially as
many different somnificities as there are different combinations of posture and activity for people to engage in. An ordinal scale of several different somnificities has been described for some postures and activities that are commonly met in daily life, such as those described briefly in the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) [12]. There is widespread consistency in the relative somnificities of those activities, regardless of differences in the levels of sleep propensity between subjects [13]. The symptom of EDS is most likely to occur when we are engaged in activities that have a high somnificity, i.e. activities that have an innate tendency to reduce our secondary wake-drive and consequently to increase our sleep propensity involuntarily at the time. By contrast, when we choose to fall asleep, our intentional sleepening activities put us in a situation with a high somnificity.

**Measuring Sleep Propensity on Different Time-Scales**

To further increase our understanding of the nature of “sleepiness”, EDS, and the various methods for measuring it, Johns [25, 8] has proposed several different categories of sleep propensity based on different time-scales. These categories do not refer to the severity of sleep propensity.

- **Instantaneous sleep propensity (ISP):** a subject’s sleep propensity at some particular time, whatever the circumstances. The ISP can vary rapidly over a few seconds with a change of posture or physical activity, and more slowly with the time of day and the duration of prior wakefulness. The ISP reflects the subject’s posture and activity during the preceding few minutes as well as at the actual time, presumably because of the nature of the integrator of sensory inputs. Mild exertion, such as walking for 5 minutes instead of sitting and watching TV, reduces the ISP for the next few minutes [26]. A subject’s ISP can be measured either by how long it takes them to fall asleep, or their probability of falling asleep at the time. The latter can be estimated indirectly by measuring their level of drowsiness at the time - the drowsier the subject, the greater the probability of them falling asleep. This requires a scale upon which to measure different levels of drowsiness (see below).

- **Situational sleep propensity (SSP):** a subject’s usual sleep propensity when measured in the same situation repeatedly. For example, one’s usual sleep propensity when sitting and watching television in the evening, intending to stay awake. There are as many different SSPs as there are different situations in which to measure sleep propensity. Different SSPs within the same subject are only moderately correlated (r = approx 0.4), whether measured objectively or subjectively (see below).

- **Average sleep propensity (ASP):** this is a hypothetical construct based on a subject’s general level of sleep propensity across the whole range of different activities they engage in as part of their daily lives [11]. This is a reflection of many different SSPs and ISPs combined, depending on the nature of the person’s activities engaged in
during an average day. The person’s ASP increases with the onset of a sleep disorder such as obstructive sleep apnea or narcolepsy, and decreases again after successful treatment of such a disorder [27].

**Methods for Measuring Sleepiness**

Much of the current confusion about the best method(s) for measuring “sleepiness” seems to arise from the lack of a clear understanding about what “sleepiness” is and what each test is measuring. That includes a lack of understanding of how drowsiness and sleep propensity are measured by different tests and on different time-scales, the difficulty in extrapolating from one time-frame to another or from one test-situation to another, and the inaccuracies that are thereby introduced. To illustrate this, we shall now consider several different methods for measuring “sleepiness”, some based on variables measured objectively, others subjectively.

**Multiple Sleep Latency Test (MSLT)**

This was the first standardized test of its kind [28]. It is performed in a sleep laboratory, in a warm, darkened, and quiet bedroom in which the subject is asked to lie down and try to fall asleep while their EEG/EOG/EMG are monitored by electrodes attached to the head and neck [29]. It has been assumed by some that this test-situation does not involve any alerting stimuli [28], but that may not be so with the attachment of electrodes and the sense of having to pass a test by falling asleep quickly. The subject’s ISP at the time is measured as the sleep latency (SL), how long it takes them to fall asleep after they have settled down and the lights have been switched off in the room. If the subject does not fall asleep within 20 minutes the attempt is interrupted and a SL of 20 min is assumed. Each subject has 4 or 5 such nap opportunities two hours apart during the day, starting at 10 am. The mean SL is calculated for the whole test, for which the reference range of normal values is 1.8 – 19.0 minutes (mean = 10.4 +/- 4.3 SD minutes). The test takes all day to perform, requires the presence of a sleep technician, and is expensive. The MSLT has been externally validated and is reliable in the test-retest sense [29].

Within the conceptual framework suggested here, the SL for each nap in the MSLT gives an objective measure of the subject’s ISP at the time. The mean SL for the whole test measures a slightly different characteristic - one particular SSP, the MSLT-SSP. The SLs measured at two-hourly intervals within the same subject and on the same day vary somewhat, randomly more than consistently, but they are moderately correlated with one another (r = 0.61, n = 258, p<0.001) [30]. Many people believe that the mean SL in the MSLT is the gold standard for measuring a person’s “sleepiness”. This belief was promoted for many years by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine [31], but that has now changed [1]. However, it is still assumed by many that the MSLT can provide an accurate measure of a subject’s sleep propensity in situations other than the MSLT and, more generally, their sleep propensity in daily life (the ASP as we have called it). Nonetheless, the MSLT-SSP does
appear to be moderately and significantly correlated with other SSPs, so it can provide one estimate of a subject's ASP, to be used as one piece of evidence when assessing a person's ASP and EDS [1]. Currently there is no gold standard objective test of ASP. Such a test might reasonably be called the holy grail of sleep medicine. The MSLT remains very important for other reasons – for making the diagnosis of narcolepsy, based on the early appearance of REM-sleep in one or more naps, and for comparing the effects of drugs on sleepiness, or comparing multiple measurements of sleepiness for some other reason in the same situation at different times [1].

**Maintenance of Wakefulness Test (MWT)**

This test is also performed in a sleep laboratory, in a similar environment and with the same electrodes attached as in the MSLT, and with similar high cost [32]. The main difference is that the subject sits up in bed with their back and head partially supported by pillows, and they are asked to stay awake rather than fall asleep during four periods of 40 minutes, two hours apart during the day. The MWT-SL is measured objectively for each of those recording periods and, if the subject does not fall asleep, a SL of 40 minutes is assumed. The mean SL is calculated for the whole test, for which the normal range is 8-40 minutes (mean = 30.4 +/- 11.2 minutes) [29]. The MWT-SL has been externally validated and shown to be reliable [1].

However, it is also claimed that the MWT is a test “to evaluate alertness” [29], and herein lies another source of confusion. Both the MSLT and the MWT measure the same variable, the time taken to fall asleep (SL), but under different circumstances. It does not seem appropriate for the same variable to be interpreted as a measure of sleep propensity in one test and as a measure of alertness in another. Within the context of the terminology used here, both tests are measuring different SSPs. The longer SL in the MWT (mean = 30.4 minutes) than in the MSLT (mean = 10.4 minutes) is a reflection of the different somnificities of the two tests. In the MSLT, the subject’s head and neck are completely supported by one or more pillows, the trunk and limbs are supported by a mattress, and the subject is asked to close his/her eyes so that visual input is blocked. That overall posture is maintained without the need for any postural muscle activity. Consequently, the level of enteroceptive sensory inputs would usually be low in that situation. In the quite, dark and comfortably warm bedroom in which the MSLT is performed, exteroceptive inputs would also be low but not negligible because of the electrode attachments etc. By contrast, in the MWT, the subject’s head and neck are less supported than in the MSLT, and that posture requires tonic postural muscle activity in the neck and back muscles to be maintained, albeit unconsciously. In addition, the subject’s eyes are mostly open, except when they close involuntarily with sleep onset, so visual inputs would provide further sensory stimulation during the MWT. Thus, the combined effects of exteroceptive and enteroceptive sensory inputs would usually be higher during the MWT than the MSLT. That would explain the difference in their SSPs, as reflected in their respective mean SLs.

However, there is another complicating factor. Some subjects, paradoxically, fall asleep more quickly in the MWT than they do in the MSLT [30], contrary to expectations based on
the somnificities of the test-situations. This may be because of “paradoxical intention”, in
which the symbolic meaning of the test for some subjects, and the perceived threat of failing
the test influences their secondary wake-drive at the time. For this to happen, the secondary
wake-drive must be influenced by learned associations and their emotional concomitants, in
addition to the physical effects of the sensory inputs at the time. In an entirely different
context, learned associations may increase the secondary wake-drive in patients suffering
from psychophysiological insomnia, who can readily fall asleep unintentionally in a chair
while watching TV, but who have much more trouble when they go to bed and try to fall
asleep [15].

Epworth Sleepiness Scale

The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) was introduced in 1991 [33] and is now the most
commonly used method of assessing a person’s ASP subjectively. It is based on retrospective
reports of dozing behaviour when engaged in a variety of activities and environmental
situations that are commonly experienced in daily life. The term dozing behaviour requires
some explanation. Drowsiness is characterized, among other things, by intermittent lack of
awareness of the here-and-now [34, 35]. There is also inhibition of tonic and phasic muscle
activity [36]. This often becomes apparent first in the muscles that keep the eyelids open
during wakefulness (levator palpebrarum superioris), and other muscles that contract to close the
eyelids during blinks and longer eyelid closures (orbicularis oculi). As an indication of the
reduction in the force of contraction of those muscles in the drowsy state, the velocity of
eyelid movements during blinks is reduced, the eyelids take longer to close and reopen during
blinks, they tend to remain closed for longer, and the upper eyelids droop [37-39]. If we doze
off while sitting with our head unsupported, the muscles that hold our head erect when we are
awake begin to have their tonic activity inhibited, and this eventually allows the head to drop
forward. That movement often rouses us briefly, and we then become aware of having just
dozed off, without having being aware of the beginning of the nodding movement or the level
of drowsiness at that time.

The ESS is a simple self-administered questionnaire that asks subjects to rate on a scale
of 0 to 3 their usual chances of dozing off in each of eight different situations “in recent
times” (0 = “would never doze” and 3 = “a high chance of dozing”) (Fig 1 ).
Epworth Sleepiness Scale

Name: ________________________  Today’s date: ____________

Your age (Yrs): ____________  Your sex (Male = M, Female = F): ____________

How likely are you to doze off or fall asleep in the following situations, in contrast to feeling just tired?

This refers to your usual way of life in recent times.

Even if you haven’t done some of these things recently try to work out how they would have affected you.

Use the following scale to choose the most appropriate number for each situation:

0 = would never doze
1 = slight chance of dozing
2 = moderate chance of dozing
3 = high chance of dozing

It is important that you answer each question as best you can.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Chance of Dozing (0-3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sitting and reading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watching TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting, inactive in a public place (e.g. a theatre or a meeting)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a passenger in a car for an hour without a break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lying down to rest in the afternoon when circumstances permit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting and talking to someone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting quietly after a lunch without alcohol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a car, while stopped for a few minutes in the traffic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
©M.W. Johns 1990-97

Figure 1: Epworth Sleepiness Scale (modified from Johns [33])
The total ESS score, ranging from 0 to 24, is the sum of 8 item-scores, each between 0 and 3. The ESS does not measure subjective sleepiness as some people have thought [40] because it does not ask about subjective feelings associated with different levels of drowsiness. It asks only for the subject's retrospective recall of dozing behaviour, from which is inferred their usual sleep propensity (SSP) in each specified situation. That the ESS refers to observable behaviour rather than subjective feelings is supported by the close relationship \( r = 0.74, n = 50, p<0.001 \) between each subject's ESS score and that reported independently about the subject by his/her partner [11]. That is comparable to the test-retest reliability of ESS scores when repeated by the same subject after a few months \( r = 0.81, n = 87, p<0.001 \) [41].

The situations were chosen on a priori grounds to vary in what Johns initially called their soporific nature [33], and later their somnificity [12, 13]. The higher the ESS score, the more likely the subject is to doze off in situations of low somnificity, i.e. the subject has a higher sleep propensity in those situations than other people have. A large epidemiological study of identical and non-identical twins who answered the ESS independently found that about 40% of the variance in total ESS scores between subjects represented a genetically determined trait, reflected in long-term differences in ASP that are partially inherited [42].

When choosing the questions to be included in the ESS, it was necessary to refer only those activities that most people would encounter in their daily lives, not necessarily very often, but often enough for them to form an estimate of their dozing behaviour in each. This precluded asking about dozing behaviour in some situations that might otherwise be of special interest to investigators, such as dozing while driving a car, but which some subjects do not engage in at all. That is why the descriptor for question 8 is “in a car, while stopped for a few minutes in the traffic”. It does not specify as a driver or a passenger because it must allow for those who do not drive. If one such question remained unanswered, the total ESS score can not be calculated. Interpolation of scores is not possible. The ESS has been translated into many languages, some published but many more unpublished. The 1991 version of the ESS was modified in 1997 by the addition of an extra sentence of instructions—“It is important that you answer each question as best you can”. This greatly decreased the proportion of missing ESS scores, to the order of 1%. Unfortunately, some people have apparently used the ESS without the standardized instructions to respondents [29], which invalidates the questionnaire.

The external validity of the ESS has been demonstrated in several ways, e.g. by its high sensitivity (93.5 to 97%) and specificity (100%) for distinguishing narcoleptics, who have EDS, from normal subjects who do not [43, 44]; by the change in ESS scores after CPAP treatment for obstructive sleep apnea syndrome, typically reducing scores by 5 or more units [41, 45]; and by the change in ESS scores after the treatment of narcoleptics with Modafinil as compared with placebo [46]. Total ESS scores have a high test-retest reliability over a period of several months, \( r = 0.81 \) \( (n = 87, p<0.001) \) [41]. The distinctive nature of what the ESS measures is reflected in the fact that total ESS scores are only weakly correlated with subjective measures of drowsiness/fatigue at a particular time derived from the SSS, KSS or a VAS (see below). ESS scores are not highly correlated with scores on other scales measuring the longer-term state of fatigue, such as the Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) e.g. \( r = 0.33, n = 489, p<0.001 \) [47].
There is good evidence for the internal consistency, unitary structure and consistent hierarchical item structure of the ESS as a sum-scale. That evidence has come from several quarters, including factor analysis that has usually, but not always, found only one factor that includes all ESS items, but with somewhat variable weightings in different groups of subjects [11, 48, 49]. Other evidence has come from item analysis and Cronbach’s alpha statistic, alpha varying between 0.73 and 0.88 in different groups of subjects [41, 49]. Item Response Theory has also been applied to ESS item-scores [49, 50], which has provided the most detailed evidence yet about the internal structure of the ESS.

The mean of ESS scores in normal people, who do not have a sleep disorder including frequent snoring, is 4.6 +/- 2.8 (SD) [51]. The reference range of normal ESS scores is therefore defined as 0 to 10, which is the mean +/- 2SD. This also coincides with the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. Similar results have been reported from Italy (4.4 +/- 2.8 ) [52] and England (4.5 +/- 3.3 ) [43]. The ESS has been used in many surveys, often in languages other than English, to estimate the proportions of various groups that have EDS [53, 54]. Between about 7% and 18% of the adult population in different countries, selected without reference to their age, gender or sleep habits, have ESS scores >10. However, the ESS is not a gold standard. Like all methods based on subjective reports, it can sometimes be inaccurate because some subjects may not be able to distinguish their own behavioural states retrospectively or may give biased reports, particularly when major decisions might be made on the basis of the results (e.g. about granting or withholding a driver’s license).

**Karolinska Sleepiness Scale**

The Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) is a 9-point Likert scale based on a self-reported, subjective assessment of the subject’s level of drowsiness at the time [55]. In its original format the KSS had word descriptors only for scores of 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9. Those descriptors varied from 1 = “very alert” to 9=“very sleepy, fighting sleep, an effort to keep awake”. However, additional descriptors were later added for all scores, as shown in Fig 2 [56].

The KSS is assumed to be an ordinal scale with a unitary structure, although that has not been confirmed. The KSS has been used widely, particularly for describing changes over time within subjects [57-59]. KSS scores may require standardization to control for differences between subjects [57, 58]. The changes observed in the EEG/EOG with drowsiness do not usually appear until KSS scores reach 7 and higher [57]. Lower KSS scores (<5) may reflect differences in the subjective awareness of fatigue as much, or more than, levels of drowsiness. Higher KSS scores (7+) may refer more specifically to the state of drowsiness because the subject may have experienced involuntary dozing behaviour, with “laping” episodes and brief loss of awareness of the here-and-now, followed by arousal and the return of awareness, including some awareness of recently having dozed off.
Karolinska Sleepiness Scale

Here are some descriptors about how alert or sleepy you might be feeling right now. Please read them carefully and CIRCLE the number that best corresponds to the statement describing how you feel at the moment.

1. Extremely alert
2. Very alert
3. Alert
4. Rather alert
5. Neither alert nor sleepy
6. Some sighs of sleepiness
7. Sleepy, but no difficulty remaining awake
8. Sleepy, some effort to keep alert
9. Extremely sleepy, fighting sleep

Figure 2. A modified version of the KSS (after Reyner and Horne [56])

Stanford Sleepiness Scale

The Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS) is also a Likert scale based on a series of statements, numbered 1 to 7, that range from “feeling active, vital, alert, wide awake” to “almost in reverie, cannot stay awake, sleep onset appears imminent” (Fig 3) [60]. The different statements are assumed to represent an ordinal scale that reflects different positions along a continuum of states between alert wakefulness, through progressively deeper levels of drowsiness. Respondents are asked to choose which statement most accurately describes how they feel at the time.

The SSS has been widely used, particularly for studying the effects of sleep deprivation [61], sleep fragmentation [62], and circadian rhythms [63]. However, scores on the SSS are not closely related to SLs measured a few minutes later in MSLTs [64]. Another problem with the SSS is that factor analysis suggests it is not a unitary scale [65]. It seems to measure “sleepiness” in a way that confounds drowsiness and fatigue. There are several poorly defined words in the SSS, such as “responsive”, “foggy”, “vital”, and “woozy”, that are not consistently associated with the drowsy state. The SSS can be used to measure changes in “sleepiness” within subjects over time, particularly over periods of hours and days, but the KSS or a VAS are preferred. Scores on the SSS often require standardization (e.g. to z-scores) to remove differences between subjects. The SSS cannot provide an overall measure of a subject’s ASP or EDS in daily life.
**Stanford Sleepiness Scale**

Circle the ONE number that best describes your level of alertness or sleepiness right now.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Feeling active, vital, alert, wide awake.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Functioning at a high level but not at peak, able to concentrate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Relaxed, awake but not fully alert, responsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>A little foggy, let down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Foggy, beginning to lose track, difficulty staying awake.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Sleepy, prefer to lie down, woozy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Almost in reverie, cannot stay awake, sleep onset appears imminent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3: Stanford Sleepiness Scale (after Hoddes et al. [60])*

**Visual analogue scales**

A Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) is typically a horizontal line 100 mm long across a page, with a word at each end representing two extremes, for example, “very sleepy” and “very alert” [66]. The subject is asked to place a mark at that point on the line that represents his current state along that continuum. The VAS score is the distance (measured in mm) between the subject’s mark and one or other end of the line. Scores on such a VAS respond to time-of-day effects and to sleep deprivation at least as well as and perhaps better than the SSS [66]. Several different VASs can be used in parallel if required, with different pairs of words at the extremes for each scale [67-69]. Clearly, the choice of words is critical so that each VAS represents a single dimension of variation between two extremes. VAS scores often have to be standardised (e.g. to z-scores) to allow for the differences between subjects. VAS scores have not been used to diagnose or quantify EDS in daily life, but presumably could be used, for example, to quantify the degree of “difficulty” that EDS causes.

**Sleep-Wake Activity Inventory**

The Sleep-Wake Activity Inventory (SWAI) has 35 items with several subscales enquiring about sleep habits and sleep disorders, of which one subscale is called “daytime
sleepiness” [70]. It asks questions about how frequently the subject dozes off in different situations, and how frequently they have “difficulty staying alert throughout the day”. These questions are not the same as those in the ESS that specifically do not ask about the frequency with which the subject dozes off in different situations. Answers to the SWAI questions would depend on how often the subject was in those situations, which may have nothing to do with their “sleepiness”. That is a disadvantage with the SWAI, but it can nonetheless assess several different aspects of a person’s sleep-wake habits at the same time. It has not been widely used as a measure of “sleepiness”.

Adjective Check-lists about Mood and Feelings

The Profile of Mood States (POMS) is a questionnaire that has occasionally been used to investigate “sleepiness” [69]. It comprises a list of 65 adjectives, and the subjects are asked to select or not select each according to how they are feeling at the time. One dimension of the POMS relates to “vigor-activity” and another to “fatigue-inertia”, scores on which subscales change with sleep deprivation [69]. In general, these POMS subscales are of limited use because other scales, such as a VAS of “alertness-drowsiness”, appear to be better (see below).

Responses to a Single Question About “Sleepiness”

When enquiring about “sleepiness” within a particular context, it may be advisable to assess the subject’s specific SSP of relevance, such as the propensity to doze off while driving, rather than their more general ASP. For example, one question may ask “how many times have you dozed off at the wheel while driving during the last year?”. Additional questions may be required, such as “how many times in the last year has the vehicle you were driving been involved in a crash caused at least in part by your drowsiness at the time?”. Answers to such questions are probably the simplest and best subjective indicator we have of a driver’s SSP while driving. Some have advocated more widespread use of single but specific questions in sleep medicine [71].

Osler Test

The Osler test was proposed in 1997 as a simpler and cheaper alternative to the MWT [72]. The subject sits “semi-reclining” in a chair, with instructions to try and stay awake during a 40-minute recording period, and to push a button every time an LED light appears in front of them at eye height. The light appears regularly every 3 seconds and stays on for 1 second. The test does not measure reaction-times but assesses whether the subject has responded to each stimulus. After failing to respond to 7 consecutive stimuli the subject is said to be asleep. As proposed initially, the test provides a measurement of the SL in each of 3
Changes in the EEG and EOG – Microsleeps and Slow Eye Movements

Changes in the EEG with sleep onset have been known for many years, typically described by the appearance and disappearance of waves in particular frequency bands, assessed visually. More detailed analysis of those changes by power spectrum analysis using the Fast Fourier Transform has confirmed the earlier descriptions, particularly with an increase of spectral power in the theta-range of frequencies [55]. Power in the alpha-frequency range, which is normally recorded predominantly from occipital sites, especially when the eyes are closed, moves to the front of the head in the drowsy state. Indeed, it has been suggested that the ratio of EEG power in the alpha-frequency range measured at occipital vs. frontal sites can be used as a measure of the subject’s drowsiness at the time [74].

Intermittently in the drowsy state there are bursts of theta-waves lasting only a few seconds, called microsleeps. Williams et al., [75] reported that such events were associated with lapses in performance (errors of omission) during a vigilance task. However, Thomas et al. [76] studied 66 subjects who were either partially or completely sleep deprived while they drove a car simulator repeatedly, with their EEG being monitored. There were 619 “accidents”, such as driving off the road. In only 1% of those “accidents” was there a microsleep at the time, and in only 14% was there a microsleep during the preceding minute. This suggests that impaired performance in the drowsy state is not simply a function of the occurrence of microsleeps or of frank sleep onset defined by the EEG. A similar conclusion was arrived at after a major investigation of drowsiness in Canadian and US truck drivers who had their EEG and EOG recorded, along with many other variables, while they drove their usual commercial routes at work [77]. Some drivers had clear signs of episodic drowsiness while driving, although there were no crashes. There were far more episodes of drowsiness detected by long eyelid closures in video camera images of the driver’s eyes than were detected as microsleeps in the EEG.

A series of slow, pendular eye movements (SEMs), each lasting about 1-4 seconds, begins in the drowsy state before sleep onset. They are mainly horizontal movements with poor binocular coordination, usually beginning after the eyes close involuntarily with drowsiness [78]. The subject is not usually aware of those SEMs, presumably because awareness of the here-and-now is inhibited at the time. SEMs recorded by the EOG have been used to monitor drowsiness in active people [79]. However, SEMs can be difficult to distinguish from some other eye movements that are common during wakefulness in active
people, such as smooth pursuit movements [55]. Most drowsy episodes in the US-Canadian truck-driver investigation referred to above were not accompanied by SEMs detected in the EOG [77]. It is clear that some lapses in psychomotor performance in the drowsy state occur with the eyes open and without SEMs being present [80]. Monitoring the EEG/EOG is probably not a gold standard method for measuring “sleepiness”.

**Psychomotor Vigilance Test - PVT**

Reaction-time tests have long been used to investigate the effects of sleep deprivation. Several different types of test have been used, the commonest being a simple reaction-time test, in which a visual stimulus is presented intermittently and the subject is asked to respond as soon as they detect the stimulus, e.g. by pushing a button. Those responses are affected in more than one way by sleep deprivation:

- the mean RT increases, even when the subject is able to respond to all stimuli
- the frequency of errors of omission increases, in which the subject fails to respond within a given time-frame to a particular stimulus
- the effect of “time-on-task” is increased so that RTs get progressively longer during a test that lasts more than a few minutes
- the frequency of errors of commission increases, in which the subject makes a response before the stimulus is presented, or too soon after its presentation to represent a physiological response (e.g. <120 ms).

Wilkinson and Houghton (1982) [81] pioneered the development of an automated system for recording RTs in the investigation of sleep deprivation. Dinges and Powell (1985) [82] later developed a similar system which they called the Psychomotor Vigilance Test (PVT), and extended Wilkinson’s findings. At random intervals of a few seconds, an LED digital counter begins to display elapsed time in milliseconds until the subject pushes a button, when the counter stops and the RT is displayed digitally for a period of 1 second. A “lapse” in performance is said to occur either when there was no push-button response within 5 seconds, or when there was a response but the RT was greater than 500 ms. That is, moderately delayed responses, with RTs typically in the range of 501–1000 ms, are not distinguished from errors of omission. Dorian et al., (2005) [83] have described the sensitivity the PVT to the effects of sleep deprivation, with RTs and the frequency of “lapses” increasing. There are persistent differences in RTs between subjects, even when alert, but comparisons within-subjects overcome these differences. So far, there is no generally accepted and standardized measure of “sleepiness” or of EDS based on RTs, whether measured by the PVT or some other method.
Infrared Reflectance Oculography During a Vigilance Test – JTV

This test is relatively new and not yet widely known. It was made possible by the development of a new system of infrared reflectance oculography (Optalert Pty Ltd, Melbourne, Australia) [84]. It uses a special glasses frame that subjects wear in the same way that other spectacle frames are worn, and which can also hold prescription lenses and sunglasses if required. The frame incorporates tiny infrared (IR) transducers (an LED and a phototransistor) and a microprocessor. Brief pulses of IR light, just outside the visible range, are emitted in a 30-degree cone from below the eye pointing up at the upper eyelid 500 times per second. The output from this system, shown in Fig 4, enables the position of the eyes and eyelids and the “velocity” of eye movements to be monitored.

The system calculates the amplitude-velocity ratio for each eyelid movement and saccadic eye movement as a measure of their relative velocities, without the need for calibration of those movements in absolute terms [84]. The system also calculates the duration of those movements and of eyelid closures. Means and standard deviations are calculated for each variable per minute. The relative velocity of those movements decreases...
with drowsiness (amplitude-velocity ratios increase) [85] and their duration increases [86]. A new scale of drowsiness, the JDS with scores from 0 to 10, is based on a weighted combination of variables derived by multiple regression comparing results from subjects in two conditions, first when they are alert and performing very well in a vigilance test, and second when sleep-deprived and performing poorly in the vigilance test, with frequent errors of omission and delayed responses [84].

The JTV is a computer-based test that lasts 10-15 minutes. The subject performs a reaction-time test, at the same time as drowsiness is measured by a JDS score each minute. Three circles are displayed across a monitor screen and, at intervals that vary randomly between 5 and 15 seconds, they change shape to become either squares or diamonds of the same size for 400 milliseconds, before reverting to circles. The JTV task is for the subject to push a button held in the dominant hand as soon as possible after seeing the change of shapes, which happens 80-85 on average. The mean RT in the JTV for alert subjects is 390 ± 103 milliseconds [87], which is longer than in the PVT. There is evidently some extra visual processing to be done in the JTV to distinguish that a shape has changed to one or other of two shapes, rather than simply detecting a red LED coming on, as in the PVT. Otherwise the changes in RT with drowsiness are very similar in the two tests.

One advantage of this system is that it records and analyzes the results of a vigilance test at the same time as it measures drowsiness objectively by IR reflectance oculography. The whole recording can be replayed to identify particular events visually, such as individual eye movements or lapses in performance. The system automatically produces means and standard deviations for JDS scores and RTs, and counts errors of omission and commission. The JTV system also records video images of the subject's eyes on the same computer during the test, but they are not used to measure drowsiness.

The JDS scores measured during JTV tests have been validated as a measure of different levels of drowsiness in several different ways. Mean RTs were significantly correlated with mean JDS scores during JTVs in alert and sleep deprived subjects (r = 0.53, n = 140, p<0.001) [85]. Mean JDS scores during the JTV repeated every three hours during prolonged wakefulness showed the expected circadian rhythm [85]. There was a high test-retest reliability for mean JDS scores during JTVs repeated within 2 hours under similar circumstances (intra-class r = 0.80, n = 42, p<0.001) [88]. In a double-blind study involving well-rested young adults, a single 200 mg dose of caffeine reduced their JDS scores significantly for 3 to 4 hours, even though their JDS scores were mostly within the normal range [89]. The EEG power of theta waves was shown to increase at the time of errors of omission in the JTV and to be significantly correlated with JDS scores [90]. JDS scores have been used to measure the risk of "performance failure", assessed each minute in two different scenarios after sleep deprivation: first, as a measure of the risk of making an error of omission in the JTV, and second, the risk of driving with all four wheels out of the lane in a high fidelity car simulator [91, 92]. JDS scores greater than 5, particularly greater than 7, are associated with a 5 to 10-fold increase in risk of such "performance failures".

The effects of overnight sleep deprivation on JDS score during JTV tests have been investigated by an experiment referred to in Fig 3. A series of 146 JTVs were performed by 51 subjects at different times, with and without sleep deprivation for about 30 hours. Without
sleep deprivation, and presumably therefore when alert, most subjects made no errors of omission, but some made occasional errors (<2%). After sleep deprivation, many subjects made frequent errors of omission, but some still did not make any. The means of JDS scores in those 4 groups are shown in Fig 5.

There was a significant overall difference in JDS scores between groups, (ANOVA, df = 3,872; F = 193.1; p<0.001). Post-hoc Scheffé tests showed that JDS scores for subjects who were not sleep-deprived, but who made occasional errors of omission (<2%), were not significantly different from those who made no such errors (p>0.3). Sleep deprivation significantly increased JDS scores (p<0.001), but that effect was much greater in subjects who repeatedly made of errors of omission than in those who continued to make no such errors, despite their sleep deprivation. JDS scores could evidently distinguish lower levels of drowsiness that were still associated with reasonably good performance, albeit with somewhat slower responses, from higher levels of drowsiness associated with much more consequential "performance failures".

Figure 5 Mean JDS scores (and standard errors) for subjects who lapsed or did not lapse during JTV tests, with and without sleep deprivation.
So far, the JTV has not been widely used by clinicians, so it is too early to assess its broader role in sleep medicine. Suffice it to say that it appears to be promising. Its main role so far has been with the development and validation of the Optalert™ system for monitoring drowsiness continuously in drivers [84, 92].

Video Camera Methods for Detecting Eyelid Closure - PERCLOS

Video camera methods have been developed for monitoring a subject's eyes and eyelids, detecting their eyelid closures, both as longer-than-average blinks and as more prolonged eyelid closures [93]. Sophisticated software has been developed to detect the position of the eyelids and pupil in the video images. These methods have been proposed mainly for monitoring "sleepiness", in the sense of drowsiness, in drivers. The variable that has most commonly been measured is PERCLOS, the percentage of time (over an interval that might be a few minutes) that the subject's eyelids cover the pupil by at least 80% for periods in excess of 500 milliseconds at a time [94]. Those events occur when the subject is at a high level of drowsiness, when their eyelid movements become slower so that blinks last longer, and longer eyelid closures begin, at which point their psychomotor performance is likely to be impaired. Dingess et al., (1998) [94] demonstrated a close relationship between PERCLOS measurements and "lapses" in the PVT during a period of sleep deprivation.

Video camera methods have the advantage that there is no physical contact with the subject, either from the attachment of electrodes for the EEG/EOG, or by wearing glasses for the JTV and Optalert™. Video camera methods appeared to be very promising at first, but several problems have arisen with their practical implementation. The video images may be compromised when the subject wears prescription lenses or sunglasses, or when the test is performed in sunlight. The camera can lose track of the subject's eyes during major head movements made when changing gaze, especially when looking down. In the drowsy state, many episodes of "performance failure" occur with the eyes open at the time, so video cameras can not detect those episodes [80]. Most video cameras have a frame-rate of only about 30 frames per second and are unable to measure the velocity of eyelid movements and of saccades with sufficient accuracy to detect the earliest stages of drowsiness, as the JTV test does.

Other Oculometric Tests

The pupil increases in size in darkness and with relaxation, and it fluctuates spontaneously in the drowsy state. A Pupillary Unrest Index has been described that varies with the time of day and increases with sleep deprivation [95]. This variable is correlated moderately and statistically significantly with the SL in the MSLT [96]. Sleep deprivation has also been shown to reduce the velocity of saccadic eye movements and to increase the latency to pupil constriction in response to a flash of light [97]. So far these variables have not been widely used as the basis for a standardized test of "sleepiness" that can diagnose EDS reliably [96].
External Validity of Different Methods for Measuring “Sleepiness”

The external validity of some commonly used methods for measuring “sleepiness” has already been noted above i.e. their ability to measure what they are intended to measure. Many of those methods and several others have been compared by Balkin and his colleagues [98] who tested the same subjects by 26 different methods, with and without sleep deprivation, to see how relatively effective each test was in distinguishing the two conditions. In any group of subjects, individuals will be affected differently by the same duration of sleep deprivation. However, it was not a requirement of Balkin’s experiment that all subjects had the same level of “sleepiness”, either initially or after sleep deprivation. What was important was the difference between each subject’s “sleepiness” measured by different methods under two conditions, non-sleep-deprived and sleep-deprived. That difference was then assessed in terms of an effect-size for each test, calculated as the difference between the mean results for each test in the two conditions, divided by the standard deviation in the non-sleep-deprived condition. The largest effect-size (0.447) was for measurements of SL in a modified MSLT (with 2 rather than 4 naps), and the next largest (0.208) was for the speed of responses in the PVT. The smallest effect-size (0.001) was for the speed of logical reasoning. In only 9 of the 26 tests was the effect-size statistically significant. This investigation did not include measurements based on infrared reflectance oculography combined with a psychomotor vigilance test (the JTV test). The results provided no support for the idea that higher cortical functioning is preferentially impaired by sleep deprivation.

The results indicated reasonable efficacy for some of the tests that have been used or advocated for measuring “sleepiness”, but many others were found wanting. However, those authors did not report correlations between the different test results within the same subject. There are several other sources of information about such correlations that we shall now consider.

Comparing the Results of Different Measures of “Sleepiness” in the Same Subjects

Here we shall examine correlations between the results of different measures of “sleepiness” in the same subject and at about the same time, but measured by different methods. We shall first compare one objective method with another objective method, then subjective vs. subjective methods, and finally subjective vs. objective methods.
Comparing Different Objective Measures of "Sleepiness" - The MSLT and MWT

If the mean SLs measured objectively in the MSLT and the MWT in the same subjects at about the same time simply reflected each subject's ASP and the different somnificities of the two test-situations, the results from those two tests would be highly correlated within subjects. In fact, only moderate correlations have been reported from two large series, with \( r = 0.41, n = 258, p<0.001 \) [30] and \( r = 0.52, n = 522, p<0.001 \) [99]. These correlations coefficients are lower than those between MSLT-SLs repeated in the same subjects on different days \( (r_{studies} = 0.65 - 0.97) \) [44]. Thus, two different SSPs measured objectively within the same subject on the same day, their MSLT-SSP and the MWT-SSP, are only moderately correlated, but significantly so in a statistical sense. Johns [44] has suggested that this is because each SSP is partly influenced by each subject's individual response to each test-situation. Those responses are therefore partially situation-specific as well as subject-specific. A response to one particular situation may not always be predictable from the same subject's response to another situation, even after allowing for the different somnificities of those situations. That makes accurate measurements of a subject's "sleepiness" even more difficult than previously thought.

Comparing Different Subjective Measures of "Sleepiness" in the Same Subjects

We can make two kinds of comparison between the results of different subjective tests of "sleepiness" in the same subjects at about the same time. First, by comparing the results of different tests in the same set of circumstances, i.e. measuring the same SSP by different subjective methods. Second, by comparing the results from the same test performed under different circumstances, i.e., measuring different SSPs by the same subjective method.

Comparing Different Subjective Tests of "Sleepiness" In the Same Circumstances

Several comparisons of this kind have been reported. For example, scores reported every two hours between 7 am and 11 pm by 40 healthy airmen have been used to compare results from the SSS, KSS and two kinds of VAS, first as a single scale of "sleepiness", and second as the mean score from 10 VASs asking about "tired eyes", "heavy eyelids", etc. [58]. After conversion of scores to Z-scores, variations on all four scales during this period of wakefulness were similar and were sensitive to the time-of-day. However, the effect-size was larger for the VASs than for either the SSS or KSS. This suggests that a VAS of "alertness-sleepiness" may be the preferred method among those tested here.

In a different experiment, Pilcher and her colleagues (2003) [69] reported on the relationships between seven different subjective measures of "sleepiness", all completed on the same day by psychology students. The tests included the SSS, three different VAS scales
(sleepy – awake, active – lethargic, and alert – drowsy), two sub-scales from the POMS adjective check-list (fatigue and vigor), and the ESS. The ESS was used in two modes, first in a modified mode in which the respondents were asked to rate their chances of dozing off in each situation “now”, and second, in the original mode of dozing off “in recent times”. Raw scores from each pair of scales were inter-correlated significantly, but the highest correlations were between those scales other than the ESS (mean r = 0.59; range of r = 0.32 to 0.79). By contrast, the mean of correlations between the ESS and all other scales was r = 0.26 with the range from r = 0.17 to 0.32. Factor analysis clearly showed that ESS scores, whether reported in the modified or the original mode, formed a different factor from all the other scales which together formed a single factor.

Likert scales such as the SSS, KSS, VASs and adjective check-lists such as POMS ask about feelings and symptoms related to “sleepiness”, in the sense of drowsiness, at a particular time. For many people, the state of drowsiness, particularly in its early stages, may not be readily distinguished subjectively from the state of fatigue. The subjective reports used in these scales may reflect a combination of feelings and symptoms of drowsiness and fatigue. All provide similar measures that are quite highly inter-correlated, but they are evidently not measuring what the ESS measures. We might conclude that scores on the SSS, KSS, a VAS of “alertness-sleepiness”, and adjective check-lists all provide a subjective estimate of the subject’s level of drowsiness confounded with fatigue at the time. That may also be confounded with changes of mood and feelings of dysphoria. Some people refer to what these scales measure as “subjective sleepiness”. The important point is that “subjective sleepiness” is not closely related to the objectively measured ISP or level of drowsiness at the time, but there is often a weak correlation between these variables. This would explain the uncertain relationship between the SLs measured in individual naps in the MSLT and SSS scores reported before each nap.

Comparing Subjective Tests of “Sleepiness” under Different Circumstances

Kim and Young [100] described an investigation in which they performed factor analysis of subjective measures of “sleepiness” using responses to individual questions which, in the light of the categories described here, included measures of different SSPs. They used the eight ESS item-scores as well as responses to six other questions asking about the frequency of occurrence of particular feelings and problems, such as “not feeling rested during the day”, the “need for coffee or other stimulants to stay awake during the day”, and finding it “very difficult to get up in the morning”. The latter responses were given as estimates of the frequency of occurrence, with a range of times per month on a 5-point Likert scale. Factor analysis was performed on raw scores for 13 variables, followed by oblique rotation so that highly correlated factors could be retained.

They reported three factors, the first of which they called “perceived daytime sleepiness”, based on reports of frequently having a “feeling of excessive daytime sleepiness”, and a “need for coffee”. This factor could be interpreted as the frequency of occurrence of feelings of drowsiness during the day. The authors called their second factor “subjective sleep
propensity in active situations” and their third factor “subjective sleep propensity in passive situations”. Unfortunately, their distinction between “active” and “passive situations” was poorly based. They described “sitting quietly after lunch without alcohol!” and “sitting inactive in a public place (e.g. a theatre or a meeting)” as “active situations”, without explanation to justify that distinction. Their second and third factors were highly correlated oblique factors ($r = 0.59, p<0.05$), so a clinically significant distinction between them may be difficult to establish.

It seems reasonable to conclude that Kim and Young’s analysis provided further evidence that the frequency of feelings of *drowsiness* during the day (which they called “perceived daytime sleepiness”) represents a different aspect of “sleepiness” from that which each ESS item-score measures. Different levels of *drowsiness* and of *sleep propensity*, in its various time-categories, could be considered to be different dimensions of “sleepiness”.

Frey and her colleagues (2004) [101] compared the effects of sleep deprivation for two nights on 25 healthy young adults using a battery of 22 different measures of “neuro-behavioral” function, including the MWT-SL, SSS scores, PVT lapses, speed and accuracy of mental arithmetic, etc. Seventeen of the 22 tests showed significant effects of sleep deprivation. Exploratory factor analysis of the results revealed seven different factors, with PVT results forming a different factor from SSS scores, and different again from MWT-SLs. Subjects who showed the greatest impairment on some tests after sleep deprivation often showed little impairment on others. The authors concluded that each subject’s responses to sleep deprivation were “task” specific.

Another investigation compared scores on different items of the ESS within the same subjects [11]. Total ESS scores in a composite group of 990 subjects, including patients with a variety of sleep disorders and normal subjects, varied between 0 and 24. Because the ESS item-scores were not always normally distributed, Spearman’s non-parametric correlations were calculated for each pair of item-scores for the 8 items in each subject. All 28 correlation coefficients were statistically significant ($p<0.0001$). The mean of those correlation coefficients was 0.45 and their range 0.31 to 0.57. Principal components analysis revealed a single factor that included all items, which is consistent with previous results [11]. This is good evidence that ESS item-scores are each tapping a common source of variance that represents the subject’s overall level of “sleepiness” or ASP. However, each of those 28 correlation coefficients accounted for only about 20% of the variance between different SSPs within the same subject (range 10-33% for different items). Allowing for the relative inaccuracy of ESS item-scores, this still suggests that, as noted above, each different SSP has a situation-specific component that is not always predictable from other SSPs or other measurements of “sleepiness” in the same subject.

**Comparing Subjective and Objective Measures of "Sleepiness" in the Same Subjects**

Objective and subjective measurements of “sleepiness” cannot usually be made at precisely the same time. A subject’s ISP can change very quickly, in a matter of a few seconds, and subjective reports of *drowsiness* in the KSS and other such scales may not
reflect that accurately. This may be another reason why an SSS score reported immediately before an MSLT nap does not always closely reflect the SL recorded objectively a few minutes later [64, 102].

Many researchers have investigated the relationship between total ESS scores and mean SLs measured in the MSLT [33, 103]. The mean of Pearson correlation coefficients reported from 9 separate studies, some with very large groups involving 522 subjects, was -.030 [44]. Most, but not all, were statistically significant, but none indicated a very close relationship.

What Does all This Mean for the Measurement of “Sleepiness”?

Currently the different methods for assessing a subject’s “sleepiness” can be classified as follows:

1. Methods based on measurements of sleep propensity
   1.1: methods for measuring ISP
      1.1.1 objective methods
         e.g. SL for each nap in the MSLT or MWT
         SL in the Osler test
      1.1.2 subjective methods
         there are none at present

2. methods for measuring SSP
   1.2.1 objective methods
      e.g. mean SL in the MSLT or MWT
      mean SL in the Osler test
   1.2.2 subjective methods
      e.g. ESS item-scores

3. methods for measuring ASP
   1.3.1 objective methods
      there are none at present
   1.3.2 subjective methods
      total ESS scores

2. Methods based on measurements of drowsiness
   2.1.1 objective methods
      e.g. PVT
      JTV with JDS scores
      EEG/EOG monitoring (microsleeps and SEMs)
      Video camera methods (PERCLOS)
   2.1.2 subjective methods
      e.g. scores on the KSS, SSS
      VAS of “alertness-sleepiness”
We can draw some tentative conclusions from the above discussion and classification:

- The word *sleepiness* in common English usage means the state of *drowsiness*. However, in sleep medicine and related research it has also come to mean *sleep propensity*.
- *Sleepiness* is not a general, unidimensional characteristic of each subject that can be measured directly and accurately by any one method.
- Measurements of ISP, SSP and ASP in the same subject are only moderately intercorrelated \((r = 0.3-0.5\text{ approx})\). They are not closely related variables, no matter how they are measured.
- Scores on the KSS, SSS, a VAS of "alertness-drowsiness" and the POMS questionnaire all reflect the subject's level of "sleepiness" at the time to some extent, but those subjective assessments probably do not clearly distinguish feelings and symptoms of *drowsiness* from those of *fatigue*.
- There are valid and very reliable methods (in a test-retest sense) for measuring a subject's *sleep propensity* on all three time-scales considered here – ISP, SSP and ASP (test-retest \(r = 0.7-0.8\) approx for each).
- There are inherent difficulties in making comparisons between measurements of *sleep propensity* and *drowsiness* under different circumstances, on different time-scales, and by different methods.
- Which test or combination of tests to use for measuring "sleepiness" will depend on the purpose and circumstances of that assessment. There is no one gold standard test of "sleepiness".

### Measuring Excessive Daytime Sleepiness

Any difficulty in defining and measuring "sleepiness" will also be present when defining and measuring EDS. Thus, we probably need new categories of EDS measured on different time-scales, as follows:

**Excessive ISP:** when a person's sleep propensity at a particular time is so high that it is likely to affect adversely the safety and efficiency of their performance of the task at hand.

**Excessive SSP:** when a person has a higher-than-normal situational sleep propensity, so that it is likely to impair their performance whenever they engage in the particular activity of concern, e.g. whenever they are driving at night after being awake for 18+ hours.

**Excessive ASP:** when the person's overall sleep propensity in most situations is so high that they that they are likely to doze off inadvertently in many different circumstances in daily life.

It is very important that the reference range of normal values be established for whatever method is used to measure "sleepiness" and EDS. Unfortunately that was not the case for the mean SL in the MSLT until recent years [44]. Too much reliance was placed instead on a
“rule of thumb” which suggested that “normal” SLs in the MSLT were in the range of 10 to 20 minutes, SLs between 5 and 10 minutes were in a “diagnostic gray area”, and those less than 5 represented “pathological sleepiness” [31]. In fact the normal range has now been established as 1.8 to 19.0 minutes [29]. Some people fall asleep in less than 5 minutes without any complaint of EDS in their daily lives. In the present author’s opinion, the “rule of thumb” is quite misleading and should be abandoned. The American Academy of Sleep Medicine now recommends that neither the MSLT nor the MWT should be used alone to diagnose EDS in particular subjects [104]. However, both tests can provide evidence about EDS, albeit not very conclusive evidence in many cases, to be assessed in a broader context of the subject’s history and other investigations (e.g. ESS scores).

Many MSLT-SLs recorded from patients with EDS are in the normal range. There is a comparable problem with the MWT, although there is a little less overlap than with the MSLT. These problems have been quantified for the MSLT, MWT and the ESS by calculating the sensitivity and specificity, and the receiver-operator-characteristic (ROC) curve for each test in distinguishing patients with narcolepsy, who by definition have EDS, from normal subjects who do not [44]. The ROC curves indicated that all three methods were reasonably effective in distinguishing the EDS of narcoleptics from normal “sleepiness”. However, the ROC curve was higher for the EES than the MWT, which was in turn higher than for the MSLT. There is always a trade-off between high sensitivity and high specificity when choosing a cut-off score between normal and abnormal for such tests. The MSLT had a sensitivity of 80.9% and a specificity of 89.8% when the cut-off score was 5 minutes. With a cut-off score of 8, the sensitivity increased to 94.5% but the specificity fell to 73.3%. When the cut-off score was 3, the sensitivity was only 52.0, but the specificity was 98.3%.

By contrast, the MWT had a sensitivity of 84.3% and a specificity of 98.4% when the cut-off score was 12 minutes. The ESS had a sensitivity of 93.5% and a specificity of 100% when the cut-off score was 11. Other researchers have confirmed the high sensitivity (97%) and specificity (100%) of the ESS with a cut-off score of 14 when distinguishing the “sleepiness” of narcoleptics from that of normal subjects [43]. By this criterion, the MWT is a better objective test of EDS than the MSLT is. However, the ESS is at least as good as the MWT, despite being a subjective test. Criticisms of this conclusion seem to have been based on the mistaken idea that the ESS measures “subjective sleepiness”, of which most narcoleptics would complain if asked [40].

The ESS is now the most commonly used method for measuring EDS, presumably because of its simplicity, ease of administration, low cost, validity and reliability. ESS scores >10 (i.e. between 11 and 24) represent some degree of EDS, particularly for ESS scores >14. It is very unlikely that a patient with narcolepsy would have an ESS <11 [44]. Of course, this does not mean that subjects with higher ESS scores necessarily have narcolepsy.

Who is Too Drowsy to Drive?

As a practical example of the importance of EDS and its measurement in sleep medicine and in the work of regulatory authorities on road safety, etc., we can consider the question “Who is too drowsy to drive?” and propose some tentative answers.
What is Excessive Daytime Sleepiness?

In a large series of drivers, total ESS scores were significantly correlated with their self-reported history of near-miss incidents and actual car crashes [105]. However, it appears that predictions of excessive ISP while driving at a particular time cannot be made accurately for individual drivers from ESS score unless they have a very high ASP (ESS>14) and would be likely to doze off under many circumstances [25].

An experiment by George et al. [106] gives an example of the kind of evidence we have about the MSLT as a measure of fitness to drive. Their subjects included a group of normal sleepers without EDS and a group of patients who had EDS associated with a diagnosis of either narcolepsy or severe obstructive sleep apnea. Simulated driving performance was compared with mean SLs in the MSLT, measured on the same day. As a group, the patients with EDS performed significantly worse than the normal subjects. However, about half of the individuals with EDS drove as well as the normal subjects. Overall, the impaired driving of individuals could not be accurately predicted from their mean SL in the MSLT. This is in accord with a general recommendation that the MSLT-SL should not be used as the sole measure of fitness to drive from the point of view of drowsiness.

Comparable evidence about the MWT as a test of fitness to drive is more equivocal. The standard deviation of lane position when driving in a simulator, a measure of the risk of driving out of the lane, is significantly correlated with the mean SL in the MWT [107]. However, in this and other investigations, the MWT-SL did not clearly distinguish individual drivers with normal performance from those with impaired performance [108]. This is further evidence that it is difficult to make an accurate prediction of drowsiness (i.e. of excessive ISP) in a particular person while driving at some future time on the basis of a measurement of the driver's ISP or SSP measured at another time and in a different situation.

We may conclude tentatively that anyone with a SL of <5 minutes in the MSLT or a SL <12 minutes in the MWT, as well as a total ESS score >14 is very likely to have excessive ASP, regardless of its cause. They probably should not be granted a driver's license without having had an expert evaluation by a sleep specialist and until any cause(s) for their EDS have been diagnosed and treated successfully. Some such people may not be fit to drive heavy vehicles or buses at all. The fitness of other people to drive with less extreme indications of excessive ASP may be more equivocal, relying on their history of drowsy near-misses and crashes. Assessments of ISP derived from scores on the KSS, SSS or VAS are not appropriate for assessing a person's longer term fitness to drive.

A new method has been developed for measuring the drowsiness of drivers continuously, based on changes in the characteristics of eyelid movements during blinks and longer eyelid closures measured by infrared reflectance oculography. A device (Optalert™, manufactured by Optalert Pty Ltd, Melbourne, Australia) provides a measure of the driver's ISP every minute on the new scale of drowsiness, the JDS [85, 84]. It can detect the first objective signs of drowsiness, often before drivers are aware of it subjectively. As JDS scores increase with drowsiness, drivers have greatly increased risks of "performance failure" such as driving out of the lane and perhaps crashing [92]. Consequently, they should not continue driving at the time. The device warns drivers by sounding a loud beep and then issuing a verbal message. This is not intended to keep the driver awake for long, although it can have that effect for a few minutes. It is intended to prompt the driver that he/she should take preventive measures, perhaps by stopping driving as soon as it is safe to do so, having a brief nap and perhaps some
caffeine, and thereby avoid falling asleep at the wheel and crashing. There is little to suggest that monitoring the vehicle (the variability of its position on the road or its velocity, etc) adds significantly to the accuracy of risk assessments based on the state of the driver alone.

In this author’s opinion, the best way to assess the risks of EDS while driving for individual drivers is to adopt a multi-level approach, as follows:

- make an assessment of the driver’s ASP and history of any drowsy driving incidents and crashes. An MWT may be justified sometimes.
- diagnose and treat any sleep disorders, including insufficient sleep, that may be increasing the driver’s ASP
- educate the driver and others about the importance of EDS and it causes, and assess work schedules and other time constraints to reduce the likelihood of EDS while driving
- perhaps make an assessment of the driver’s state of alertness/drowsiness on a particular day, to decide whether or not they are fit to begin driving. Passing such a test initially does not guarantee that the driver will remain fit to drive for the next few hours. Such “fitness for duty tests” have not yet been standardized.
- in cases where the risk of having excessive ISP while driving is high (e.g. driving overnight), or where the possible consequences of a drowsy episode are extreme, the drivers’ drowsiness can be monitored continuously while driving

**Conclusion**

It is not a simple matter to measure “sleepiness” or EDS. There is widespread confusion about what “sleepiness” is, and what the many different tests that purport to measure it are actually doing. Perhaps the discussion here will alleviate some of that confusion. There is a great need for more research into the drowsy state which, in this author’s opinion, has been sadly neglected and misunderstood. Nevertheless, it is possible to make a reasonably accurate assessment of a subject’s “sleepiness” using the methods described here. Some tests are clearly better than others. Which ones to use will depend on the intent and context within which particular assessments are made.

Some new methods for measuring drowsiness objectively show great promise, e.g. the frequency of “lapses” in a psychomotor vigilance test (the PVT), JDS scores made during a standardized vigilance task that also measures psychomotor performance (the JTV), and JDS scores for monitoring drowsiness continually while driving (Optalert™). These new methods are currently being used to address the problem of drowsy driving in particular. They have not yet been widely used in the clinical practice of sleep medicine, but they could be in the future.
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